ABSTRACT
Introduction
The eld course has long been an integral part of geography degrees in universities in many parts of the world and there is little doubt that this form of teaching and learning is popular with both students and staff. It is seen as providing different insights and learning experiences from those provided by a lecture or practical, as well as being a unique social experience, including the building of group identity, team spirit and good staff-student relationships (Clark, 1996) . All of this is re ected in the following feedback from students on the University of Plymouth's Environmental Science Field Trip to Malta over Easter 1999.
I learned more in one week than months of literature study.
It is an experience I will always remember and I feel quite con dent that I could give an interesting tour of Malta myself.
This trip gave me a chance to get to know people on the course I had previously never met and to get to know people I already knew even better.
Over time the approach to learning and teaching in the eld has undergone many changes. Kent et al. (1997) have drawn up a schematic model of changing approaches to eldwork in geography.
· In the 1950s and 1960s eldwork was largely of the traditional 'look see' or 'Cook's Tour' variety. The approach was based on observation and description, was very dependent on academics lecturing in the eld, and required minimal student participation. Indeed students were often regarded as passive receptors of information. · The 1970s and 1980s saw increasing development of problem-orientated, projectbased eldwork. · By the late 1980s problem-orientated eldwork was still dominant but with an increasing emphasis on transferable skills as well as disciplinary skills. · The 1990s saw the consolidation of these approaches and in the UK a large increase in student numbers gave rise to problems of administration, accommodation and an increasing impact on the environments of the eldwork locations. · The 1980s and 1990s saw in many UK geography departments the development of foreign or international eld trips often based on the availability of cheap packages.
New Directions
Although international eld trips are certainly popular, they do have a number of disadvantages, including relatively high costs, issues of student equity (in that not everyone can afford to go), dif culties faced by disabled students, gender issues (female students may be less inclined to visit locations perceived as dangerous), language barriers, logistical and preparation problems, culture shock and the dif culty of making accurate risk assessments in advance (Ternan et al., 1999) . To these (Nairn, 1998) and (Robinson, 1998) have added the potential problems of elitism and paternalistic sympathy with 'privileged' university students going to view 'underprivileged' groups in poorer societies. These dif culties and others, such as the pressure on much visited sites, have led a growing number of geographers and geologists to change direction once again by using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to support eldwork (Ford, 1998; Gratton, 1997; Hurst, 1998; Phipps & Stain eld, 1998 , 1999 Warburton & Higgitt, 1997) . This approach has given rise to the concept of the virtual eld trip (VFT).
It is important to emphasise that by virtual here it is meant 'digital alternative representations of reality'. VFT is not at present an attempt to create a virtual reality, where the intention is to immerse the user fully in an interactive computer-generated environment using sensors and input devices such as data gloves and body suits and output devices such as head mounted displays and surround-soun d audio systems. Instead a VFT is simply an attempt to place further autonomy in the user's hands, by allowing observations to be made without being on the actual site or having a lecturer at hand to explain. At its best, it should also allow interaction with the virtual environment through participation, exploration, analysis and the learning and the testing of skills both old and new. This approach has been given an international dimension by the use of the Internet to provide background information, photographs, virtual tours, clickable maps, exercises and tests about far-away places. The aim of VFT has not been to replace eld trips but rather "to introduce students to various aspects and develop some of the basic skills needed and to prepare students for going into the eld or as follow up exercises after a real eld trip" (Gilmour, 1997, http://earth2 .open.ac.uk/Skiddaw/Text/Skiddaw.html). A second major aim has been to improve the ef ciency of time spent in the eld. VFTs can replace or enhance background lecturing/information transmission and so increase the time spent by students exploring speci c issues in a more 'inquiry-based' manner both in the eld and on campus. By providing more of the lecture/background material on-line, students can study it before they come to class or depart on a eld trip. They can also review it after the trip. An 'integration' of skills, knowledge and application, as well as human-value/ ethical issues, is looked for.
Such material can, of course, be delivered conventionally via a handbook. In comparison VFTs:
· give greater exibility as they are easier to update, allowing the addition of last-minute instructions and information; · can contain links to other sources of information databases; · have no size limit; · have a lower cost of production,; · cannot be lost; · are accessible internationally; · allow students to present their work for other students (world-wide) to see (Gratton, 1999a , http://www.aber.ac.uk/ , ieswww/cti-g/students99.html); and · allow the interactive testing of knowledge and skills.
The only advantage the conventional handbook would appear to have is its portability and even this advantage is increasingly eroded by the ability to place the material on a CD and the spread of lightweight portable computers.
Existing VFT Materials
At present there exists a variety of VFT materials that are accessible via the Internet (Table I 
International Collaboration
From reviewing the materials and sites referred to above, it is clear that examples of international collaboration in the creation of individual VFTs are rare. One exception is 'Environmental problems in the Mediterranean', a case study of Malta (Phipps & Stain eld, 1996 , http://www.science.plymouth.ac.uk/departments/learn/malta/). This site is a refereed resource base with links to other sites such as the Maltese National Database of Biodiversity (http://www.mcst.org.mt/msant/chapter01.htm). In addition to maps and photographs, the site contains specially commissioned articles by Maltese and English academics, as well as abstracts from articles where copyright permission has been granted. The approach adopted is not to replace eldwork with a virtual substitute but rather to enhance the eldwork through providing a resource base for a wide range of students from a variety of disciplines.
Interactivity
Few sites offer more than a rudimentary interactive element, the notable exception being Ford and Hipple (1998, http ://www.wiley.com/college/ford test/index.html). At present there seem to be three approaches to improving interactivity. Firstly, the development of interactive eld exercises which simulate work to be undertaken in the eld. Secondly, the development of generic software for building and running VFTs. And thirdly, student involvement in the production of Web-based materials.
Interactive Field Exercises
For example, quadrat analysis is a commonly used technique by biologists, biogeographers and environmental scientists. A computer application is under development at the University of Plymouth to simulate the random distribution of quadrats, followed by the identi cation of the plants included in the quadrat via reference to a stored ora database. Students are able to note their ndings and then calculate the appropriate indices. Although this development is presently based on a speci c site, there is no reason why such a simulation cannot have a generic application simply by adding different ora databases and maps. Similar potentially generic simulations are under development in water quality analysis and waste disposal.
Generic Software
The second approach is that of the Virtual Field Course (VFC) project which is a joint venture between Birkbeck College (University of London), Leicester University and Oxford Brookes University. The aim has been to develop generic software for building and running VFCs.
The VFC Project has developed a software toolkit to enhance and extend traditional eldwork courses. It includes the following tools:
1. traVelleR: a Java/VRML multidimensional (2D/3D) interface to spatial multimedia; 2. PanoraMap: this allows the exploration of eld locations through panoramic imagery linked to multiple base maps and data; 3. Urban Modeller: a tool for true three-dimensional mapping and exploration; 4. VRGIS: a stand-alone 2D/3D explorer with basic GIS functionality; 5. LandSerf: Java/Open GL-based terrain analysis and exploration (http:// www.geog.le.ac.uk/jwo/research/LandSerf/landserf16/doc/index.html); and 6. VFC Hub: the backbone of the integrated VFC toolkit (http://www.geog.le.ac.uk/vfc/ software/hub/developer.html).
The emphasis here is on student visualisation, involvement and presentation. Students learn by the use of visual tools that enable comparison and interrogation of spatial data in the form of maps, images, virtual-reality environments and other media. Panoramap uses maps and panoramic imagery to allow students to explore eldwork regions and add their own data to the VFC database. For more details see (http://www.geog.le.ac.uk/vfc/ index.html) and also Moore (1999) .
Student-centred Web Sites
The third approach to increased student interaction is that of encouraging students to display their work as a Web page (http://www.aber.ac.uk/ , ieswww/cti-g/students99.html). Not only does this motivate and enthuse students but it also encourages the development of valuable C&IT skills (Gratton, 1999b) .
Constraints and Opportunities
Most VFT resources cannot be constructed cheaply and to achieve Unwin's criteria of "the re-creation and support in a virtual environment of the pedagogic activities traditionally executed in the eld" (Unwin, 1996) is likely to be very expensive. Even if considerable effort and investment is made in creating VFTs, they are likely to fall short of the real eldtrip experience of learning in the eld:
… a virtual eld trip cannot communicate the awe of a spectacular landscape; the sights, sounds, and smells of the city; or the shared experience of a trip to the copper mines. While some of our subject matter can be conveyed successfully electronically, the essence of what it means to be a geographer cannot. (Gober, 1998, pp. 1-2) What a VFT can offer is a different form of interaction. In the eld, interaction is with people and places: in a VFT, interaction is with time and space:
One of the most exciting potentials of virtual reality in education is the ability it has to allow for high levels of interaction on a multitude of levels. VR has ] the ability to model time, process, space and morphology and … allow the user … (to) alter these components. (Jenkins & Williams, 1997) .
Conclusions
Given that we are many years away from creating a VFT that could be properly called virtual reality where the user is fully immersed in an interactive computer-generated environment, Jenkins & Williams (1997) pose the question: "What should a VFT do to extract the maximum educational value from existing eld excursions?" The following would seem to be achievable in the short term:
· preparation of students for a conventional eld course; · development of eldwork skills; · give a 'virtual' experience of eld course projects which are student-centred; · provide a searchable knowledge base on topics such as the local geology, ora and fauna, settlement patterns, and so on; · allow a range of 'virtual visits' and hence comparisons at almost zero cost; · permit assessment and feedback; · encourage collaboration amongst students; · offer interactive experiences; · create simulated environments; and · empower those who by reason of nancial constraints or physical disability are at present prevented from the eld trip experience.
And, of course, to be truly international all virtual eld trips should be available in several languages! Finally, VFTs placed on the Internet meet the objectives of the International Network for Learning and Teaching of Geography in Higher Education (INLT) by providing a focus for the international exchange of materials, ideas and experiences, whilst encouraging the development of innovative and stimulating Web sites which are available to all.
